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THE NEWCOMERS

—

When we get enthusiastic and excited by new opportunities or when we are inspired to move 

new ways, it is always important to remember your roots. To visualize the main thread in 

our diversity from classic to sporty elements, we have combined inspiration from the casual 

urban sport with selected, classic carryovers. 

FIRE AND ICE

—

About a month ago Kenneth spontaneously went on a trip to Iceland, because he needed to 

get away from negative thoughts that were camping in his head. For a long time he had been 

blinded by feelings he could not run from. For a week he drove through the southern and 

southeastern parts of Iceland to find the peace that his soul needed. This is his photo Journal.

RETELLY

—

Retelly is a new and existing online video portal where the amount of inspiration is endless. 

The so-called video magazine is a place where people can find beauty, fun and creativity in 

an easy and comfortable way, and it can be used as a tool for great inspiration in both the 

professional and private contexts. We had an chat with Kaave Pour and Mathias Arvedsen - 

the boys behind the innovative concept.

ROOSTERS

—

It all started as a joke about a year ago. Boys being boys with a childhood dream about 

wanting to be in a motorcycle gang. And why not? We found a group of young men who 

started the motorcycle gang called Roosters. This is their story.

F E AT U R E S
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T H E  N E WC O M E R S

We are all inspired, formed and influenced 

by our surroundings. By the development 

and tendencies not only in fashion but also 

from the general movements in society. 

When we get enthusiastic and excited by 

new opportunities or when we are inspired 

to move new ways, it is always important 

to remember your roots. At RAINS we 

always remember our strong heritage 

in classic and functional rainwear from 

Scandinavia. In The Newcomers of the 

RAINS SS14 collection we have found 

great inspiration in urban sport lifestyles 

with a casual anorak style and new, clean 

cobalt and white colors. To visualize the 

main thread in our diversity from classic 

to sporty elements, we have combined the 

newcomers with selected, classic carry-

overs. The result is a combination that 

interprets the classic rainwear expression 

into the category of modern street wear. 

This is The Newcomers.

Photography: Philip Messmann
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Bomber

Color: Sand & Sky Blue

Price: 849,00 DKK / 115,00 € 
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Long Jacket

Color: White

Price: 699,00 DKK / 95,00 €
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Jacket

Color: Sky Blue

Price: 599,00 DKK / 80,00 €
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Anorak

Color: Black

Price: 599,00 DKK / 80,00 €
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Curve Jacket

Color: Black

Price: 749,00 DKK / 100,00 €
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Anorak

Color: Black & Sky Blue

Price: 599,00 DKK / 80,00 €
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Jacket

Color: Blue

Price: 599,00 DKK / 80,00 €

We have teamed up with the enthusiastic 

and rule-breaking Danish designer, 

Asger Juel Larsen, and created a jacket 

that marks the classic RAINS quality and 

simplicity coupled with Asger’s industrial 

A J L  X  R A I N S

and sophisticated androgynous universe.

To get to know more about Asger, we met 

with him in his studio and had a chat about 

life, ambitions, dreams and our common 

homeland, Denmark.

Photography: Jens Stoltze
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Asger Juel Larsen x RAINS

Copper-colored raincoat with matching 

rucksack done with multiple ziplock 

pockets and geometric details. Available 

with Asger Juel Larsen and RAINS.

A S G E R  J U E L  L A R S E N  X  R A I N S

In a few words, describe what Danish design means to you?

Has the Scandinavian nature ever inspired or affected some of your designs?

How have your design aesthetics evolved since you started? And tell us about the moment that 

you fell in love with fashion?

What’s your main motivation?

What gets you out of the bed in the morning?

Have your ever danced in the rain?

Danish design can be a break away from the ordinary. When I grew up, I didn’t feel inclined 

to reflect solely on simplicity, minimalism and clean cuts. Such words are usually associated 

with Scandinavian design. For me, there is a lot more to it. My collections move slightly away 

from the traditional, Nordic heritage. The focus is on extensive fabric research in order to 

create timeless pieces and garments of supreme quality that endure nature’s challenges.

This hasn’t occurred in any specific design yet. When I travel to the countryside, to visit my 

parents for instance, I like to go for long walks in the forest together with my dad. The change 

of season is quite tangible in the woodland surroundings. For me, the most beautiful time 

of the year is around October when all the green foliage slowly fades into hints of orange. 

Moments like these truly motivate me to create.

I can’t mention a specific moment. It was more the urge of breaking out of the normal 

pattern and exploring my surroundings, which has always been a part of me. I was and still 

am a dreamer. During my childhood I liked exploring and dressing up. I used to hide in a 

small forest to escape from reality and create my very own dream world reigned by giants 

and dwarfs. A few years later, hanging out with the older boys at school became a deep 

fascination of mine. The way they looked, talked and acted really captivated me.

It’s important to me to keep on progressing, evolving and searching for new ways to design. 

Each collection is connected with the previous and the next and I am always questioning 

and being critical towards my own work. You could say, that I am my own worst critic. Doing 

different, creative projects on the side is also a big motivation factor for me.    

As I grew up in Denmark and lived in London for 5 years, it’s impossible not to. I can only 

recommend it - it makes you smile. 

The fact that I am able to truly live my dream.



Kenneth Nguyen is a self-taught 

photographer who has been shooting 

since 2007. One of the reasons to why he 

got into photography can by traced back 

to the time when a part of Copenhagen, 

called Nørrebro, experienced a massive 

riot. The Government had just closed 

down Ungdomshuset, a youth house used 

by punk rockers, anarchists, creatives and 

artists of all kinds since 1982. During the 

days of the riot, the streets were on fire, 

tear gas flew right and left, rocks were 

thrown at police vehicles and molotov 

cocktails exploded in the streets. Kenneth 

still remembers an incident where he saw 

a press photographer shooting a huge 

fire in the street with a kid in the middle, 

throwing a rock towards the riot police. 

The next day that picture appeared on the 

front page of a Danish newspaper. Kenneth 

was instantly moved by it. To create a well-

proportioned and balanced picture is one 

thing but to tell a story with your picture 

is something entirely different. From that 

moment, because of that picture, he knew 

F I R E  A N D  I C E

what he wanted to do the rest of his life. 

About a month ago Kenneth spontaneously 

went on a trip to Iceland, because he 

needed to get away from the thoughts that 

were camping in his head. For a long time 

he had been blinded by feelings he could 

not run from. He was told that the land of 

fire and ice would be the best cure for those 

thoughts. The astonishing raw nature, the 

landscape and the waterfalls would be 

sure to get his mind off things and bring 

him to a place of silence and beauty. For a 

week he drove through the southern and 

southeastern parts of Iceland to find the 

peace that his soul needed. What he saw 

and found was something that completely 

blew his mind. He found a spot where he 

could just sit for hours and think of nothing. 

For Kenneth, Iceland has been one of the 

best experiences this year. It did exactly 

what he had hoped for. It cleared his mind 

and stitched his heart back together. The 

following collection of self-portraits is 

a photo-journal of Kenneths mental and 

physical journey in Iceland.

Photography: Kenneth Nguyen
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Our Very Own Instagrammers

Together with Nikolaj Thaning Rentzmann, 

Kenneth Nguyen moonlights as one of 

the official instagrammers for RAINS. At 

instagram.com/rainsofficial you can follow 

their photo-journal of the rainy capital 

that is Copenhagen.
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I went to Iceland to clear out my head, kinda like rebooting my brain. This road was right next 

to Iceland’s one and only prison and is placed right behind me on this picture. My guide told 

me, that the prison is full and that criminals have to wait in line to get into prison. 

F I R E  A N D  I C E

This is the glass roof of the award winning concert hall Harpa. The day I went up there, it was 

windy and rainy and I was actually not allowed there, but I sneaked my way up there anyways. 

I had a nice peaceful moment up there and the only thing I could hear was the wind.
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My third stop on exploring Iceland was the endless sight of green mosh, that felt like you 

were walking on a madrass. I was told that it took around a hundred years for it to grow

this thick!

F I R E  A N D  I C E

This was a random river that was driven be a gletchers not that far away. The water was blue 

and pretty clear and running fast. My guide thought I was crazy that I was jumping around 

just to do a self-portrait.
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This is Seljalandsfoss waterfall. Massive as hell and you can’t go around without getting 

pretty soaked, but the fresh powder water that hit your face is more than just refreshing, it 

makes you feel alive!

F I R E  A N D  I C E

This is Kerid Volcano, which has been extinct for years. I was sitting here for hours just 

relaxing and enjoying the view and looking at the cloud reflection that looked like a brain, 

thinking that it was mine. White, clear and at peace.
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Vikimyrdal, The black beach of Iceland. I went here, when there was a storm. It felt strong and 

the wind was pushing you around. It reminded me so much about the opening scene in Saving 

Private Ryan, just without all the dead soldiers.

F I R E  A N D  I C E

Skogafoss waterfall another great and powerfull waterfall. All that water that day killed my 

Canon camera, but it revived the day after a night sleep in dry land.
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This was my last spot to visit in the little week I had on Iceland. It was not enough and I have 

to come back very soon, because this is the best place in the world to find peace!

Retelly is a new and exiting online video 

portal where the amount of inspiration is 

endless. The so-called video magazine is 

a place where people can find beauty, fun 

and creativity in an easy and comfortable 

way, and it can be used as a tool for great 

inspiration in both the professional and 

R E T E L LY

private spheres. Their selective video 

collection has been of great inspiration to 

our team, so we got curious and had a chat 

with Kaave Pour and Mathias Arvedsen - 

the boys behind the innovative concept. 

A constellation, which, like RAINS, has its 

roots in Danish entrepreneurship. 

Photography: Dennis Morton
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What is Retelly?

What is the story behind the name Retelly?

What pieces of advice would you give to someone starting their own company?

If you were to collaborate with someone, what do you look for?

What does the typically Retelly user look for in your videos?

Does the weather have any influence on the visiting/hit rate for Retelly?

Visit Retelly at retelly.com

Retelly sets a new way of making a magazine without the limits of pages and the entire 

world as the editorial team. There are so many great videos circling the web that come from 

talented individuals, professionals and brands. The problem is that you often have to dig deep 

to find these great videos or be so lucky that someone you follow posts a link to the video. 

We think it should be easier to find the videos that really inspire you”, expresses Kaave Pour 

and further adds that the foundation of Retelly is letting people discover videos in beautiful, 

simple, and meaningful ways. 

We actually launched a beta version in the name “Redliight TV” - and yes with 2 ii’s because 

the other domain wasn’t available. Then we got blocked on Facebook because they seriously 

thought we were a porn site. We then used many nights browsing domains until the name 

“Retelly” popped up. Therefore re-telling stories and re-defining TV became retelly.com

Just do it! Think big! Never be satisfied! Work your ass off! Be nice! Don’t work with 

douchebags! Learn to embrace people with strong ideas and use them to accelerate your 

learning or success. Turn every foe into a friend and you will win big. Oh, and get yourself an 

accountant - quick!

Pure awesomeness. People and brands who love design and innovation as much as we do, 

and people who understand the importance of being nice. It’s not that difficult, yet so many 

seem to lack that skill. We like creating constellations basted on diversity, creativity and 

personality. It benefits progress and makes a hell of a workplace.

At best, online videos are usually either awesome or meaningful, but everything on Retelly 

has a little of both. They are sensational and substantial, entertaining and enlightening, 

shocking and significant - and a few hot ladies. We think that’s why we became popular. But 

we are not a sea of shitty cat videos.

We thought so in the beginning but now with 132 countries visiting a day, weather is not that 

big an influence anymore. Our viewers are urban sophisticates and cultural trendsetters, who 

visit the site to extend their knowledge beyond the confines of a magazine’s printed pages. 

They enjoy dynamic content and use both laptops, tablets and smartphones to access retelly.

com, which means that rain, no rain, doesn’t matter.

R E T E L LY

An Entrepreneurial Succes

Since the Copenhagen based video-

discovery company went online last year, 

several design awards and mentions have 

been conquered and the service now has 

more than 132 countries visiting Retelly 

every day. Next to Retelly, the guys started 

the creative label Reproduction where 

they produce inspiring content for lifestyle 

brands focusing - of course - on video.



Playtype™ - a foundry and online font shop  

that was created by brand & design agency 

e-Types, as a showcase of more than 20 

years of type design – from commissioned 

works to fonts created out of passion. 

The Playtype x RAINS CoLab celebrates 

Danish type design on the classic poncho 

from RAINS. Some of the fonts created by 

Playtype were originally custom-made for 

clients and some are sketches and doodles 

that gradually have evolved into full-

P L AY T Y P E  X  R A I N S

blown type families.  Some were inspired 

by a particular context – for example 

“Nouvel” which was inspired by Jean 

Nouvel’s architecture for Koncerthuset, 

the new concert venue designed for the 

Danish Broadcasting Corporation. Others 

were designed to be purely functional 

and work under specific circumstances 

- like “Medic” which they designed for 

emergency medicine. The CoLab poncho is 

available at playtpe.com 

Photography: Lasse Bech Martinussen
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Playtype x RAINS

Typed in the font “The Wave” in demibold. 

Poncho and font available at playtype.com

3 9P L AY T Y P E  X  R A I N S



November 7th, 2013. Creating rainwear 

for all seasons is one of the exciting and 

ongoing challenges we constantly work to 

comply with. From rainy spring to windy 

fall or from high summer to cold winter, 

we are always trying to capture new, better 

and current ways to keep dry in the rain. In 

this ongoing process we allow ourselves 

to disperse our core, classic collection 

into specific inspirational environments or 

product categories. The goal is to keep a 

balance between always staying inspiring 

and always keeping true to our values, 

which are to create classic and innovative 

quality products. The articles of Rains 

Journal - Issue Three, reflect the diversity 

in how to explore outdoor moments and, 

once again, emphasize that we work to 

invite and inspire everybody to explore 

outdoor moments in their everyday. This is 

where we find great inspiration to create 

T H E  J O U R N A L  E N T RY

our rainwear. We strive to bring the feeling 

you get when walking out the door wearing 

your newest and coolest outfit into the 

rainy days. A feeling that is all about being 

comfortable with yourself. Comfortable 

in wearing practical clothing in a stylish 

way and be prepared for unpredictable 

situations. As an everyday item, we humbly 

accommodate the practical need in a rain 

jacket. Therefore we constantly develop 

and improve the practical specifications 

of the jacket. An ongoing mission that we 

endeavor to bring into all elements of both 

our products and our invitation to explore 

outdoor moments alongside with keeping 

our classic, modern and innovative look.  

We are pleased to work with this as our 

main mission, and we hope our products 

motivates people to venture outside the 

door and enjoy life no matter how the 

weather is.

Photography: Loyalitetsbureauet
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Jacket

Colors: Black, Blue, Yellow, Sky Blue*

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Long Jacket

Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Orange,

Sand, White*

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Anorak*

Colors: Black, Black/Sky blue

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL * 
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Poncho

Colors: Black, Green

Sizes: S1 (XS/S – S/M), S2 (M/L – L/XL)

Walker

Colors: Black

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Bomber

Colors: Black, Black/Blue, Sand/Sky Blue*

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL* 
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Curve Jacket

Colors: Black, Green, Sand, Red

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Long Coat

Color: Camouflage

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Pants

Black, Blue, Green, Yellow

Sizes: XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL * 
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Duffel Bag

Colors: Black, Green

Sizes: Onesize
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Travel Bag*

Colors: Black, Blue, Blue/Sand

Sizes: Onesize

S S 1 4  LO O K B O O K

Backpack*

Colors: Black, Green/Sand,

Blue/Sand/Orange

Sizes: Onesize
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It all started as a joke about a year ago. 

Boys being boys with a childhood dream 

about wanting to be in a motorcycle 

gang. And why not? We found a group of 

young men who started the motorcycle 

gang called Roosters. They are about 10 

members - depending on the weather that 

is. Even though the idea is to have fun, the 

essence of the gang is to gather a lot of 

friends, good people who share a common 

interest and take advantage of each 

other’s knowledge, learn from each other 

and hang out under other circumstances 

than just the usual bars and bodegas 

of Copenhagen. Where the passion for 

motorcycles comes from is very individual. 

Kevin, one of the members, thinks, that for 

him, the passion for motorcycles comes 

from his Dad and his friends. Kevin’s dad 

bought him his first mx, a Honda 50cc, 

when he was only 4 years old and Kevin’s 

mother wanted to kill him. The passion 

from these guys cannot be denied. They 

R O O ST E R S

believe that no matter where the interest 

for motorcycles and its culture come from, 

you cannot deny the fact that the cliché 

idea of freedom has a say in it, because it 

has. Once you have experienced it yourself, 

you’re hooked and the passion stays with 

you for the rest of your life. The motorcycle 

you ride becomes a tool to escape “reality”, 

the anticipation of taking on some new 

road adventure becomes a necessity 

and almost an addiction. The destination 

doesn’t matter, you just gather a few good 

friends, strap your gear to your bike and 

head out. The Danish weather and nature 

means a lot to them. All of them grew up 

with nature and its seasons, colors, smells 

and tastes. All of it brings back memories. 

Although, sometimes, they do miss some 

mountains, a few more exciting animals 

like a bear or a wolf, a bit more forest, 

some waterfalls and longer summers. 

But luckily, the unreliable Danish weather 

makes every trip an adventure.

Photography: Michael Falgren
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Darts and Beers

This picture was taken in Kongelunden 

just 20 minutes outside Copenhagen on a 

quick getaway from the city on a cold clear 

fall afternoon. Kevin and the boys were 

chatting about going to their clubhouse 

after the photoshoot to play darts and 

drink beers. Speaking like a true Rooster.
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INTERNATIONAL SHOWROOMS

—

Stockholm Showroom (SE)

Showroom 88

hanna@showroom88.com

Oslo Showroom (NO)

SMD Holding AS

morten@smd.no

Helsinki Showroom (FI)

Active Agency

marika@activeagency.fi

Berlin Showroom (DE)

Label Agent

torben@label-agent.de

Antwerpen Showroom (B) 

UnionVille

frederik@unionville.be

Amsterdam Showroom (NL)

Fancy Farmers

roderique@fancyfarmers.com

Paris Showroom (FR)

The Clothette

christine@theclothette.com

Manchester Showroom (UK)

New Beach Retail

morten@newbeachretail.com

Milano Showroom (IT)

Cashmere srl

geraldinealasio@cashmeresrl.it

Vancouver Showroom (CA)

Noble Gentlemen Trading 

liam@noblegentlemen.com

Victoria Showroom (AU)

Abyss Distribution

ned@abyss.net.au

Auckland Showroom (NZ)

The Market Ltd.

Justin@themarketltd.com

Hong Kong Showroom (HK, SGP, TPE, JP)

Working Unit Ltd.

go.urano@workingunit.com

Seoul Showroom (ROK)

Workshop Showroom

jspark@workshopshowroom.com

RAINS OFFICES

—

Head Office

(European Distribution)

Dalsagervej 25

8250 Egå, Denmark

0045 3136 1912

mail@rains.dk

Sales & Marketing

(Copenhagen Showroom)

Brolæggerstræde 14 C, 2nd Floor

1211 Copenhagen, Denmark

0045 3131 4444  

Marketing: pl@rains.dk

Sales: kf@rains.dk

O F F I C E S  &  S H OW R O O M S
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—

Being conceptualized in Copenhagen, shot on Amager, 

written in Egå and printed in Aarhus, this journal is, by all 

means, a product of Denmark. We hope you

enjoyed this issue.

R A I N S  J O U R N A L


